Appendix: Puppet Patterns
Pattern for body and hand

Pattern for Fabric Body

Cut 2

1/2" seam allowance

Place on fold of fabric

Puppet Hand

Cut 4
Pattern for rabbit and fox ears

Fox Snout

Cut 1

Fox Jaw

Cut 1

Inner Rabbit Ear

Cut 2

Outer Rabbit Ear

Cut 2
Pattern for miscellaneous parts

Ant Foot
Cut 12

Mouse Ear
Cut 2

Elephant Ear
Cut 2

Elephant Trunk

Bird Topknot

Fox Ear
Cut 2

200 A SHOW OF HANDS
Pattern for giraffe parts

Mama Giraffe Ear
Cut 2

Baby Giraffe Ear
Cut 2

Mama Giraffe Mouth
Cut 2

Baby Giraffe Mouth
Cut 2
Pattern for duck and body parts
Pattern for turtle parts

- Turtle Head
  - Cut 1

- Turtle Tail
  - Cut 1

- Turtle Leg
  - Cut 4

- Turtle Body
  - Cut 2
Pattern for beaver and duck parts

Duck Lower Beak  Cut 1
Duck Upper Beak  Cut 1
Beaver Nose  Cut 1
Beaver Snout  Cut 1
Beaver Leg  Cut 2
Beaver Ear  Cut 2
Beaver Tooth  Cut 2
Pattern for beaver body, tail, and arm

Beaver Body
Cut 1

Beaver Tail
Cut 1

Beaver Arm
Cut 2
Pattern for frog parts

Frog Body
Cut 2

Frog Snout
Cut 2

Frog Arm
Cut 2

Frog Leg
Cut 2

A SHOW OF HANDS
Pattern for shark tail and teeth

Shark Tail and Fin
Cut 1

Shark Teeth
Cut 1
Pattern for pelican

Place on the fold of the file folder
Pattern for baby pterodactyl

Baby Pterodactyl
Place on fold
Pattern 1 for mother pterodactyl
Pattern 2 for mother pterodactyl
Pattern 1 for dog

Ear for Alf and Tess
Cut 2 for each dog

Ear for Ralph
Cut 2

Tail for Ralph, Tess, and Dan

Ear for Sid
Cut 2

Front Leg for Sid and Patch
Cut 2 for each dog

Back Leg for Sid and Patch
Cut 2 for each dog

Ear for Bobby and Patch
Cut 2 for each dog

Tail for Sid, Patch, and Bobby
Cut 1 for each dog
Pattern 2 for dog

Back Leg for Tess, Bobby, and Dan
Cut 2 for each dog

Front Leg for Tess, Bobby, and Dan
Cut 2 for each dog

Back Leg for Peaches
Cut 2

Front Leg for Peaches
Cut 2

Ear for Dan
Cut 2

Tail for Peaches
Pattern 3 for dog

Back Leg for Alf and Ralph
Cut 2 for each dog

Front Leg for Alf and Ralph
Cut 2 for each dog

Tail for Alf
Pattern 4 for dog

Ears for Peaches
Cut 2

Ear for Charlie
Cut 2

Charlie’s Back Leg
Cut 2

Charlie’s Front Leg
Cut 2

Charlie’s Tail
Cut 1
Pattern for bird parts

Bird Tail
Cut 1

Bird Beak
Fold
Cut 1

Bird Body
Cut 1

Bird Wing

Place on fold of paper
Pattern for butterfly parts

One Half of Butterfly

Place on fold of paper

Butterfly Body

Cut 1